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ABSTRACT

Data-Mining Classification is a machine learning technique used for portioning the data into different classes according to some constrains. It can deal with a wide variety of data so that large amount of data can be involved in processing. Several major kinds of classification methods that can be used such as decision tree induction, case-based reasoning, genetic algorithm, fuzzy logic techniques, C4.5, k-nearest neighbor classifier, Naive Bayes, SVM, and AdaBoost. In this paper a comparison among three classification’s algorithms will be studied, these are (K-Nearest Neighbor classifier, Decision tree and Bayesian network) algorithms. The objective of this survey is to provide an inclusive evaluation of different classification algorithms that are being generally used.

Index Terms: Bayesian network, Decision Tree, K-nearest neighbor classifier, KNN-Model.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data mining (sometimes called data or knowledge discovery) is the practice of analyzing data from different views and summarizing it into useful information. It is a wise technique that can be applied to extract useful patterns. In addition to collecting and managing of data, data mining also includes analysis and prediction. Exactly, data mining is the process of finding correlations or patterns among dozens of fields in large relational databases. Classification, Regression, Clustering, Rule generation, Discovering, association Rule…etc. each has its individual and different algorithms to attempt to fit a model to the data. Algorithm is a set of rules that must be followed when solving a specific problem (it is a finite sequence of computational steps that transform the given input to an output for a given problem).

Classification techniques in data mining are capable of processing an enormous data. It can predict categorical class labels and classifies data based on training set and class labels and hence can be used for classifying newly available data. Thus it can be outlined as a certain part of data mining and is gaining more popularity [1].

In this paper Classification Method is considered, it focuses on a survey on various classification techniques that are most commonly used in data-mining. The study is a comparison between three algorithms (Bayesian network, K-NN classifier and Decision tree) to show the strength and accuracy of each algorithm for classification in term of performance efficiency and time complexity.

II. ALGORITHM

An algorithm usually means a small procedure that solves a recurrent problem.
A Classification Algorithm is a procedure for selecting a hypothesis from a set of alternatives that best fits a set of observations. A mapping from training sets to hypotheses that minimize the objective function.

III. ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHM

A situation may occur where many algorithms are available for solving a particular problem. The data structure can be denoted in several ways and many algorithms are there to implement an operation on these data structure. Here to need a comparison of two algorithms to implement an operation on these data structure and the better one is chosen.

The study of an algorithm is mainly concentrate on time complexity and space complexity, as compared to time analysis the space analysis requirement for an algorithm is easier, but wherever necessary both of them are used. The space refers to storage required to store the input data. The volume of memory needed by the program to run to completion is referred to as Space complexity. The amount of time needed by the program to run to completion referred to as Time complexity, it is depending on the size of the input. It is a function of size: \( n \) \( [T(n)] \).

- **Best Case:**
  It is the function defined by the maximum number of steps taken on any instance of size \( n \).

- **Average Case:**
  It is the function defined by the Average number of steps taken on any instance of size \( n \).

- **Worst Case:**
  It is the function defined by the minimum number of steps taken on any instance of size \( n \).

IV. K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR ALGORITHM

4.1 General View on KNN Algorithm

One of the simplest non parametric mechanism is used to identify the unknown data point based on the nearest neighbor whose value is already known. KNN algorithm is an easy to understand but has an incredible work in fields and practice specially in classification (it can be used in regression as well), non-parametric mean does not make assumptions on the data and that is great and useful in the real life, and lazy mean does not use training data to do generalization, that and in best case it makes decision based on the entire training data set.

For a data record \( t \) to be classified, its \( k \) nearest neighbors are retrieved, and this forms a neighborhood of record \( t \). Majority voting among the data records in the neighborhood is usually used to decide the classification for record with or without attention of distance-based weighting. However, to apply KNN algorithm we need to choose an appropriate value for \( k \), and the success of classification is dependent on the value of \( k \). In a sense, the KNN method is predetermined by \( k \). There are many ways of choosing the K value, but a simple one is to run the algorithm many times with different \( k \) values and choose the one with the best performance [9].

There are three key elements:

- A set of labeled objects (e.g., a set of stored records)
- A distance or similarity metric to compute distance between objects.
- The value of \( k \), the number of nearest neighbors [11].
KNN mainly works on the theory that the data is contained in a feature space. Hence all the points are contained in it, in order to find out the distance among the points Euclidian distance or Hamming distance is used according to the data type of data classes used [2]. Here a single number “k” is used to determine the total number of neighbors that determines the classification. If the value of k=1, then it is simply called as nearest neighbor.

KNN requires:
- An integer k
- A training data set
- A metric to measure closeness

K nearest neighbors is a simple algorithm that stores all available cases and classifies new cases based on a similarity measure (e.g., distance functions).

\[
\text{Distance functions:}
\begin{align*}
\text{Euclidean} & : \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{k} (x_i - y_i)^2} \\
\text{Manhattan} & : \sum_{i=1}^{k} |x_i - y_i| \\
\text{Minkowski} & : \left( \sum_{i=1}^{k} |x_i - y_i|^p \right)^{1/p}
\end{align*}
\]

Following fig. 4.1 shows how the classification can be done based on the value of k. In the fig. there are three classes \(\Omega_1, \Omega_2, \Omega_3\) and we have to find a class label for \(x_u\). Here suppose that the value of k is taken as 5 and calculate the Euclidian Distance between all current point and all other points. By examining we can find that of all the closest 5 points 4 of them belongs to \(\Omega_1\) and one belong to \(\Omega_2\) and hence \(x_u\) is assigned to \(\Omega_1\). The whole technique can be reviewed as determining the nearest neighbor and then finding its class using the neighbor values.

**Example of K-NN classification**

Nearest neighbor classifiers are instance-based or lazy learners. They store all of the training samples and do not build a classifier until a new (unlabeled) sample needs to be classified. This contrasts with eager learning methods, such a decision tree induction and back propagation, which construct a generalization model before receiving new samples to classify. Nearest neighbor classifiers assign equal weight to each attribute. This may cause confusion when there are many irrelevant attributes in the data.
4.2 Previously Researches on KNN Algorithm

Classification accuracy on six public datasets is comparable with C5.0 and KNN. KNN type classification method construct a KNN-model which has a few representatives from training dataset with some extra information to represent the whole training dataset. The selection of each representation used the k, decided by dataset itself. The classification accuracy of KNN-Model was higher than KNN and C5.0. The KNN-Model significantly reduces the number of the data tuples in the final model for classification with a 90.41% reduction rate on average. It could be a good replacement for KNN in many applications such as dynamic web mining for a large repository[9]. A research over a medical data-set by[13] made a comparison between KNN and SVM, the result was after implementing these two algorithms, showed that KNN is a quite good classifier when applying KNN algorithm over small data set and the accuracy decrease when it applies over large data set. SVM is a complex classifier and the accuracy and other performance parameters are not too much depends over dataset size but about all factors dependent over the number of training cycles. The search time of SVM remains constant doesn't depend on the size of data set while search time in KNN increasing when the size of data increase [13]. A research paper using cascading k-means clustering and KNN classifier over diabetic patient dataset and the result was quite good [10].

The model consists of three stages. The first stage, K-means clustering which is one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms and follows partitioning method for clustering. In the second stage Genetic algorithm (GA) and Correlation based feature selection (CFS) is used in a cascaded fashion in the third stage and a fine tuned classification is done using K-nearest neighbor (KNN) by taking the correct clustered instance of first stage and with feature subset identified in the second stage as inputs for the KNN. These stages enhanced classification accuracy of KNN. The proposed model obtained the classification accuracy of 96.68% for diabetic dataset [10]. Graz University of Technology, University of Washington, in May 2004 Experimented on the data of a surface inspection task and data sets from the UCI repository. Bayesian network classifiers more often achieve a better classification rate on different data sets as selective k-NN classifiers [14]. A study on Classification Algorithms for Liver Disease Diagnosis results showed by [12] that the sensitivity of C4.5 classification algorithm and accuracy was less than KNN classifier accuracy and sensitivity.

Advantages of KNN Algorithm

• KNN is an easy to understand and easy to implement classification technique.
• It can perform well in many situations. Cover and Hart show that the error of the nearest neighbor rule is bounded above by twice the Bayes error under certain reasonable assumptions. Also, the error of the general KNN method asymptotically approaches that of the Bayes error and can be used to approximate it.
• KNN is particularly well suited for multi-modal classes as well as applications in which an object can have many class labels.

Disadvantages of KNN Algorithm

• It is easy to implement by computing the distances from the test sample to all stored vectors, but it is computationally intensive, especially when the size of the training set grows.
Decision trees: Provide a graphical representation of a tree with conditions associated to the nodes that permit to classify a new instance in a predefined set of classes. DT have problems with very big data sets. It works with qualitative variables.

Decision Tree (DT) classification technique is the learning of decision trees from class labeled training tuples [2]. A decision tree is a flowchart like tree structures, where each internal node denotes a test on an attribute, each branch represents an outcome of the test, and each leaf node holds a class label. [2]. It is constructed by examining a set of training samples whose class labels are known. Then these features of known samples are applied in order to determine the properties of unknown samples. They can be regarded as a powerful and popular tool for classification and prediction process [4].

Key requirements for constructing a decision tree are its attribute-value description which means its objects should be expressible in terms of a fixed collection of points called attributes, predefined classes also called as the target classes which have discrete output values and finally sufficient data which helps in understanding the model completely.

Decision Tree is a classifier which has the form similar to that of a tree and has the following structure elements:

- Root node: Left-most node in a decision tree
- Decision node: Specifies a test on a single attribute
- Leaf node: Indicates the value of target attribute
- Edge: Split of an attribute
- End-point: Right most node representing final outcome

There are two possible types of divisions/partitions:

- Nominal partitions: a nominal attribute may lead to a split with as many branches as values there are for the attribute.
- Numerical partitions: typically, they allow partitions like "X>" and "X <a". Partitions relating two different attributes are not permitted.
- What distinguish the different algorithms from each others are the partitions they allow, and what criteria they use to select the partitions.

DT is constructed using divide and conquers (D&C) approach [5]. Each path in DT determines a decision rule. Usually it follows a greedy approach from top to bottom i.e.; from root node to the ending node recursively for determining the final outcome and hence can deal with uncertainties. D&C strategy approaches a problem in the following manner:

- Breaking the problem into different sub-problems which are the instances of the given problem Recursively solving each of these problems.
- Finally combining each answers of these sub-problems into a single one.

Decision Tree can be considered as more interpretable connected to that of neural networks and support vector machines (SVM) since they combines more data in an easily understandable format. Even small changes in the input data may lead to great variations in constructing the DT. In some cases it has to deal with uncertainties. This can be solved using sequential decision making of DT. The process of decisive the expected values from the end node back to the root node are known as decision tree roll-back.
Decision Tree shown in fig. 5.1 and it can be explained with an example as given below. Usually DT follows a top-down approach. In the example it shows a weather forecasting methodology which deals with predicting whether it is sunny or rainy and what about the humidity if it is sunny [6],[7]. Thus this can be applied to determine whether the climate suits well for playing golf. Hence one can easily determine the present climate as well as what will be followed by in the future and based on that the decision can be made if the match can be held or not. This can also be applied in several applications such as rolling a die, product decision, etc., for prediction analysis.

Fig. 5.1

Example for Decision Tree

Some of the advantages of DT are they are computationally cheap, easy to use and implement and simple. It also provides objective analysis to decision making, allows flexibility and effective for decision making. Major drawback of DT is that the whole process relies on the accuracy of the input data used and also requires qualitative data to determine the accuracy of the output.

One major drawback of Greedy search is that it usually leads to sub-optimal solutions. A predictive model based on a branching series of Boolean tests. These smaller Boolean tests are less complex than a one-stage classifier.

(Entropy: a numerical measure of the uncertainty of an outcome)

Entropy of decision tree is the information gain measure, is minimized when all values of the target attribute are the same. If we know that commute time will always be short, then entropy = 0.

Entropy is maximized when there is an equal chance of all values for the target attribute (the result is random). If commute time = short in 3 instances, medium in 3 instances and long in 3 instances, entropy is maximized.

Calculation of entropy:

\[(S) = \sum_{i=1}^{l} - |S_i|/|S| \times \log_2(|S_i|/|S|)\]

S = set of examples

Si = subset of S with value vi under the target attribute

l = size of the range of the target attribute.

Advantages of Decision Tree Algorithm

- Decision trees are simple to understand and interpret.
- They require little data and are able to handle both numerical and categorical data
- It is possible to validate a model using statistical tests.
They are strong in nature, therefore, they perform well even if its assumptions are somewhat violated by the true model from which the data were generated.

- Decision trees perform well with large data in a short time.
- Large amounts of data can be analyzed using personal computers in a time short enough to enable stakeholders to take decisions based on its analysis.
- Nonlinear relationships between parameters do not affect tree performance.
- The best feature of using trees for analytics - easy to interpret and explain to executives.

**Disadvantages of Decision Tree Algorithm**

- Decision-tree learners create over-complex trees that do not generalize the data well.
- Decision Trees do not work well if you have smooth boundaries. i.e. they work best when you have discontinuous piece wise constant model. If you truly have a linear target function decision trees are not the best.
- Decision Tree's do not work best if you have a lot of un-correlated variables. Decision tree's work by finding the interactions between variables. If you have a situation where there are no interactions between variables linear approaches might be the best.
- Data fragmentation: Each split in a tree leads to a reduced dataset under consideration. And, hence the model created at the split will potentially introduce bias.
- High variance and unstable: As a result of the greedy strategy applied by decision tree's variance in finding the right starting point of the tree can greatly impact the final result. i.e. small changes early on can have big impacts later. So- if for example you draw two different samples from your universe, the starting points for both the samples could be very different (and may even be different variables) this can lead to totally different results.

**VI. BAYESIAN NETWORK**

Bayesian networks are a statistical method for Data Mining, a statistical method for discovering valid, novel and potentially useful patterns in data. Bayesian network (BN) is also called belief networks, is a graphical model for probability relationships among a set of variables features. BN consist of two components:

- First component is mainly a directed acyclic graph (DAG) in which the nodes in the graph are called the random variables and the edges between the nodes or random variables represents the probabilistic dependencies among the corresponding random variables.
- Second component is a set of parameters that describe the conditional probability of each variable given its parents. A Bayesian network (BN) describes a system by specifying relationships of conditional dependence between its variables. The conditional dependences are represented by a directed acyclic graph, in which, each node [8].

A Bayesian network specifies a joint distribution in a structured form. Represent dependence/independence via a directed graph.

- Nodes = random variables
- Edges = direct dependence
Structure of the graph ⇔ Conditional independence relations.

In general, Bayesian network is expressed as

\[ p(X_1, X_2, ..., X_N) = \prod p(X_i | \text{parents}(X_i)) \]

↑

The full joint distribution ↑

The graph-structured approximation

- Requires that graph is acyclic (no cycle)
- Two components to a Bayesian network: The graph structure (conditional independence assumptions)

The numerical probabilities (for each variable given its parents) There are several equivalent definitions of a Bayesian network. For all the following, let \( G = (V, E) \) be a directed acyclic graph (orDAG), and let \( X = (X_v)_{v \in \square V} \) be a set of random variables indexed by \( V \).

A Bayesian network is a DAG, \( G = (V, E) \) and a set of conditional probability distributions \( P \). Each node has conditional probability table (CPT) which quantifies the effect of parent node.

BNs take account of prior information for a given problem. This prior expertise about the structure of Bayesian network can take the following forms:

- Declare that a node is root node.
- Declare that a node is leaf node.
- Declaring that a node has direct effect of another node.
- Declaring that a node is not directly connected to another node.
- Declaring that two nodes are independent, giving a condition set.
- Providing partial ordering among the nodes.

Main advantages of Bayesian Network.

- Bayesian Network can be used by investigators to use their domain expert knowledge in the knowledge discovery process but other techniques primarily depend upon coded data to extract knowledge.
- BN model can be easily understood compared to many other techniques by the use of nodes and arrows. Researchers can encode the domain expert knowledge by the use the graphical diagrams, so they can easily understand the output of BN.
- Bayesian Network supports the use of probabilistic inference to update and revise belief values.
- Bayesian networks readily permit qualitative inferences without the computational inefficiencies of traditional joint probability determinations. In doing so, they support complex inference modeling including rational decision making systems, value of information and sensitivity analysis.

As such, they are useful for causality analysis and through statistical induction they support a form of automated learning.

Applications of Bayesian Network are finding Relative Military Strength, River Crossing under Fire, Enemy Intention and Medical Diagnosis.

Disadvantages of Bayesian Network.

- Experts may be challenged to express their knowledge in the form of probability distributions.
Some BN software packages may have limited ability to deal with continuous data.

The acyclic property BN is required to carry out probability calculus, but implies that feedback effects cannot be included in the network.

**Table 1 Comparision of Classification Techniques**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Generative Or Discriminative</th>
<th>Loss Function</th>
<th>Parameter estimation algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K-Nearest Neighbor</td>
<td>Discriminative</td>
<td>-log(X,Y) Or Zero-one loss</td>
<td>Should store all training data to classify new points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>Discriminative</td>
<td>Zero-one loss</td>
<td>C4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VII. CONCLUSION**

Due to our survey on comparison among data mining classification's algorithms (Decision tree, KNN, Bayesian) and analyzing of the time complexity of the stated algorithms we determine that all decision Tree's algorithms have less error rate and it is the easier algorithm as compared to KNN and Bayesian algorithms. The knowledge in Decision Tree represented in form of [IF-THEN] rules which is easy to understand. The disadvantages of decision tree algorithm are usually requiring certain knowledge statistical experience. This leads to complete the process accurately. It can also be difficult to include variables on the decision tree, exclude duplicate information. As we mentioned there are many specific decision-tree algorithms. CART decision tree algorithm is the best algorithm for classification of data, which have shortest execution time. The result to predictive data mining technique on the same dataset showed that Decision Tree outperforms and Bayesian classification having the same accuracy as of decision tree but other predictive methods like KNN, Classification based on clustering are not giving good results. Due to our survey based on the previously researches we extract the fact that among (Decision tree, KNN, Bayesian) algorithms in data mining, KNN is having lesser accuracy while Decision tree and Bayesian are equal. But if Decision tree algorithm has merged with genetic algorithm then the accuracy of the Decision tree algorithm will improve and become more powerful and it will arise to be the best model approach among the other two algorithms. The efficiency of results using KNN can be improved by increasing the number of data sets and for Bayesian algorithm classifier by increasing the attributes. For time issue, researches statistics we conclude that the faster algorithm for classifier respectively is: Navi-Bayes algorithm, Decision tree and finally KNNAlogrithm that mean the last one is the most slowly algorithm for classifier.
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